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Ab1:1 NP,AL itnnOrtaAlL ,iompr)nent ,roative, independent

and crit.l(!al Lhouw-bt and atho of the ability to C001 soli-

davIty, _rm)onsthi Lt:,, and connideration. Seif-perception,

then, is a ro,:at point (-):: conropts reUit[n to both indi-

vidual and cotHotive (7!apacition for acion - the two

,.7.0mpi,7,meritnrj f)r the Individlial pernnality,

DJA thr lf seit'-oepti,on has to be viewed

in a wider sniat csntx. Both thc. -!ost,e, and the Corm

of the social-pn:wholodcal processes in which self-per-

ception is shaped have to be reiated to aiCforent objec-

tive conditions Soriving from a given no i.l tructure.

Economic, social, culturn1 and political conditions char-

acteristic oC our society impose restrictions on the

shaping of social-psycholoical and pedagogical processes

in school. The dimensions in which the identity and self-

perception of the child are enabled to develop are thus

to a great extent predetermined. By studying the develop-

ment of self-perception in different children starting

school, therefore, we are seeking to understand the re-

flection of social and cultural otructures in psychol-

ogical and social-psychological processes. The pedagogical

processes shaped bY school in its role as the intermediary

between the individual and the cultury around him will

therefore be one of the major preoccupations of our stu-

dies. On the strength of this argument, we can formulate

the following general and polarized questions, among

others;

- To what extent does school help to provide people with

an adequate self-perception in the sense that events in

school agree with events outside in suCh a way that child

is on familiar -qround in school and gains insight into

its social uituatich?

- To what extent does school screen itself off from portions

of the child's experience, and to what extent does this

impose a distance between the child and its social back-

ground?

5
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to be able t0 cons itrato on its work. Another demand is

that the child must accuatiom itself to;bein compared

wiLh otkie iiLd-en and to being evaluated moc regularly

and on a more limited basis than before. A. third demand is

that t e child mub acquiesce in the unconditional po.,./er

relationship between teacher and pupil, the toachar being

-he ex officio wielder oC authority (Jack -o 1968).

ofi from the others in the group in order

The ability of dirrrcnL children to live up to the demands

and expectations co ,2onting them in the school community

various aptitudes and circumotanci.will depend on



Different groups ot" pmp.Le live in dirrerent material ,

ial and cultural clrouwtances, depending on their

positions in the production process, with the result

that they also develop different values, ideas, attitudes

and language, au well as different behavioural and reactive

patterns. When children starting, school are brought to

gether in a class, differences of this kind are brought

out into the open, and problemn arise insoi'ar as excessive

deviatiors occur from what school and the teacher define

an normal.

Two thcorcticalagproaches.

The problem area described above is of such a kind that

it must be tackled in two mutually ccmplenetitar y theoretic-

al perspectives. On the one hand we need a theoretical

instrument with wich to analyse social psychological and

pedagogical proce3ees at the micro level. We then employ

what can be regarded as an approach to a theory of ideatity

(and can also be regarded as a relation of a large propor

tion of the overriding objectives of the curriculum to

behavioural psychology) in which the main focu.s of atten

tion is upon the following closely interrelated concepts:

security, activity and dialogue (see Gustafsson 1975)

On the other hand these analyses must be related to strlc

tural conditions at the macro level, connected with the

institution and with social oreatization generally, which

generate and limit the micro processes we are studying'

We are working here with an approach to a theory concerning

the relationship between school and society im thicFi

concepts such as pedagoga al frames, qualificaion and

reproduction are of central importance.

The two theoretical approaches are very briefly discussed

below, and,a model (the figure on page 13) is then used

in an attempt to show how they are related to moth other.

We begin by describing the implications of the concepts of

the micro theory from a normative point of view,, and we

7



;llCn proceed to attement, at macrotheoretical level,

o Identify structural conditiono naterially and socially

miring the boundaric the processes at the micro

lev

':iome central concepts or the theory of idenlity Security,

in the sense that the child experiences unconditional

acceptance and a mutuat i7tve and take or feelinrrs a

prerequisite of balanced personal development. Ir. other

a "table emotional climate in which people respect

and trust one another and where the child finds that its own

injtiativz and efforts are supported. Although these

qualities are of paramount importance to development in

the c first contact with the surrounding world, this

is no reason to tone down the irportance of the experience

f security in school. The experience of insecurity and of

not being accepted eut insuperable barriers in the way

of intellectual progress and of personal development

generally. At insecure child experiences the surrounding

world as a menace, with the result that most of his

energy is devoted to defending the picture he has of

himself. Thus he does not dare to risk anything in the

hope of gaining something new and developing as s result.

Instead an emotional climate has to be created in the

ssroom in which personal resources are brought out

and given a chance to develop. Every child must be given

the chance of getting to know himself, both merits and

lim tations included. If this is doae in an accepting

environment where failure is exerienced as a natural

human occurrence and not as a disaster, a child can develop

a positive and accep ing but nonetheless realistic view

mself.

Surity, then is something founded both on emotional

reactions to persons around one amd on intellectual

insight i- to social relations and the way in which reality

is organized and composed.



Turning to the concept of 221111iLY., IL is only by being

active and by acting ir a social and material context

that w e can experience our e. .stence an independent

individuals. If we act in the same direction as and to-

gether with other people we also experience solidarity

and community. Thus the faculties or individual and collec-

tive action are two complementary functions of the person-

ality, both of which have to be taken into account in

school work.

In discussing activity, we have to dis inguish between

two types of active behaviour:

- an activity steered from the outside with the aid of

punishments and rewards of various kinds and wi h the

aid of authoritarian rules,

- an activity emanating from the individual himself and

from his inner motivation, i.e. the pupil acts sponta-

neously, on his own intitative and according to his own

interest.

first of these two forms of activity does not lead

any genuine growth in the individual, merely to a

superficial adjustment to the demands and expectations

of his environment. Depending on his behaviour and achie-

vements, the pupil is judged to be socially competent or

otherwise, clever or not so clever, and this judgment is

based exclusively on a selection of aspect,' which the

pupil himself cannot influence. If on the other hand the

pupil has a change of activity in the second sense, under

conditions or equality and acceptance, he stands more

chance of experiencing personal value and competence at

the sane time as he gets to know himself and others.

When the pupil discovers that the things he says and

does are respected, he can acquire self-respect and take

himself seriously.



Teaching which eaters for the second form of activity

cannot be confined to the one-way transmissl on of know-

ledge from teacher to pupil. Instead it ls more accurate

to speak in terms of teacher and pupil together oreating

knowledry in an ac t .te, i.e. exploratory and evaluative

relations._ p to the world around them. Of course, not

all kmowledge can be ated anew, but certain fundamental

tific principi tance, can be discovered

ildren themsolve. noreover, an active relation-

ship to existim7; knowicd,'3e implies that boAl teacher and

pupils maintain a critienJ evaluatiVe attii=ude to it.

Only in this way can knowledgv and the acquisi ion of

knowledgv become a living arid. meaningful proces for both

pupilr and teachers.

Finally, we consider the diaLoaue: concept by emphasizing

the dialectical relationship between man and his environ-

ment, a relationship reflected in the individual by the

equally dialectical relationship between security and

activity.

According to H-riksson, one of the moot important events

durinc the early care situation is the establishment of

reliance on the surroundinr world or distrust of it, as

the case may be. "The firct task of the ego, and therefore

the very foremost bask of _ate'rnal (:are, is to establish

viable patterns for the solution of the central conflict

between fundament..1 trust and fundamental 6i%trust in

relation to existe itselPf H-Eriksson 1969 p, 226)

1-1-rikeson sees in "fundamental trust" something dynamic

which i developed by a balance between trust and dis-

trust. The concept, moreovex, ht$ a dual meaninc, alluding

as it does to confidence in the surrounding world and

confidence in one's own ability. According to Bettelheim

(1973), the 'hild's own activity plays a central role

in the development of basic trust. When a baby- feels

hungry it also feel- anxious and insecure, and to overcome

these feelings the child activates itse f - quite instinct-

ively to begin with, A5 the child comes to experience its



own roflox aclvity, howiver, and as thin a- y acquires

a meaning through ..11 connection with the oatinfaction of

neede, a sense of purpose soon develops. If the child is

thus given scope between tho en ation of hunger and the

eati faction of its needs to activtn itself, it will

experience participation in the antisfaction of its awn

neede. Once the child capable of influencing itn own

its conuidrnc in iLn we ability will increaee.

Of course, this is conditional among other thinge on the

child's trust in the surrounding world developing at the

same time as a resul C the surrounding world (= the

people in the child's immediate vicinity) behaving consis

tently and regularly in their dealings wi'h the child.

The child et be assured that itu effor will eventually

produce resuita. If its needs are not satisfied, the child

will experience emotional chew, and its confidence in
the surrounding world and in its own ability will be

disrupted. If on the other hand the chili is denied this

scope for elf-activation by an over-eager (over-protective

ar au horitarian custodian, it will be rendered passive

or frustrated.

This description of the ideal rorm of the life-initiating
dialogue between custodian and child could serve as a

model for the teacher-pupil relationship as well. A rela-

tionship of this kind, which can be termed anti-authoritarian,

democratic or egalitarian, provides the pupil with a chance

f active eelf-expression. In a relationship of this kind,

neither teacher nor pupils exert absolute control. Instead,

both sides co-operate in shaping their existence at school.

This relationship, commonly referred to in educational

contexts as a dialogue-educational relationship between

people, would probably have been described by G H Mead

as a symmetrical assumption of roles (Asplund 1969). Kead

regards a symmetrical assumption of roles as the founda-

tion of humsm becoming. By assumeng the other person's

role I acquire knowledge of myself in his perspective.

It



This asnumption or r n le muot be mutualt otherwise one

part 's d'veiopment w Ii be inhiblted. ioreire (1975 p. 90)

has the foLlowtn nay, among other things, concerning

the mutuaLity o the dialogue and the conditions in which

it exi:Its:

"The _i at riie the meeting be tweon pers ns,
communAcatej by the world in order to be able

a r:amo t-,) it. Ttkiri a dialogue cannot

av;.(,, place between those who wish to give a
name to the the world and thole who are opposed .
to this - between those who deny
others the riht to speak and those who are
themselves denied that right. Those who have
been denied their original right to say their
piece must first reconquer that right and pre-
vent the continuation of this dehumanizing
assault."

The three cohceptswhich we ussed above - security

activity and dialogue - are functionally related to one

another in such a way that the character of the dialogu

decides the degree arid type of security in the relation-

ship, which in turn determines the degree and type cif

activity. In the deer intion and analysis of personality

identity development in school, these concepts can

be employed in the f-ilowing connec 'ons, among others:

- The relation to other people. What are the character-

tics of teacher-pupil and inter-pupil relationships

and relations between pupils and other school personnel?

What are the characteristics of the home-school relation-

ship or, primarily, of the rela -onship between parents,

pupil and teacher? What shape is given to working methods

and other aspects of the school community? How frequent

is creative activity in interaction with others? Have

the pupils any chance of acquiring knowledge at school

concerning themselves and others as social entities?

- Relation to teaching content. To what extent-is teach-

ing rooted in the pupils reality and how is it adapted

to their capacity and interest To what extent are

12



pumils able to contribute material from their own experi-

ence to teaching content? 'Po what extent are pupils given

opportunities ef indepemdent creativity involving their

thoughts, bodies, imagination and feelings in different

ways? In the course of their school work, are the pupils

in a position to gain an insight into their own social

situation and .that of others?

-lielation to teaching organization. To what extent are

the pupils participants in a democra ic process regarding,

fox instance, the planning of instruction, the school

community and the runnirv,- and design of the school

environment? While at school, are they in a position to

gain am insight into the social organization of school

and of society?

We have tried, on the basis of three essentially theoret-

ical concepts, to outline the ideal school environment

r the realizationofthe principal objectives of the

curriculum with regard to personal development. In describ-

ing and analysing the present appearance of school, this

must be juxtaposed with an appearance which, though not

at present existing, is nonetheless desirable. This could

be termed a polarized method of analysis, in which a pic-

ture of reality as it is is compared with an image of

reality as it oxIght to be,a cording to the theory of

identity and the curriculum.

Premises of a theory con

sciol and soclet

he rola -nchip between

So far ve have been concerned with the premises on which

to describe and analyse the present appearance of school

in relation to its effects on personal development. But

this does not help us to explain ...2U1_::% school realities

have so far been so little influenced by the intentions

formulated in the goals and guidelines of the curriculum.

We therefore wish to trY to identify structural circum-

3



Politioo-seinomic basi=

The school ystem

school

oheep

'Figure. Model of the so islimation process n :school,

stances at various levels within the school s'atn ar.

outside it, which determime the social-psyehOlogicti and

pedagogical prooesses. It is clay when we have aralysed

these circumetanoes and related them to the progient appear-

NOMA of sohool that we cam deoide what type of security

and aotivity it is poseible to develop and whether dialogue

pedagogics (in itaorigimal fern as per P Praire (1973))

is at all possible In the social frames existing today.

We will take am our point of departure am arguMent ln

wh oh we regard the development of consoioueness amd. th.

personality in a ma erialist perspective.
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The course taken by the pupils personal development

directly related to the nature of the reality which

surrounds them every day. Since a great proportion of

the child's everyday life is now spent in school, ther

is reason to suppose that considerable parts of the child's

awareness and personality are shaped in the social envi-

ronaent constituted ty everyday school life. Social inter

action generally may be said to constitute the foundation

of the child's conceptual formation. The experience

composing the child's everyday life constitutes the

material fcu.ndation of the conceptual system which the

child develops (we are thus distinguishing here between

a world of experience and a conoeptual world, see the

figure on page ). Everything which happens between people

on an concrete level (social interaction), both actions and

verbal statements, in directly reflected in their experi-

ential world. Experiences of concrete social phenomena

are gradually joined together and provide a material

foundation for conceptual systems at symbolical level

in the form of imagelhideas, valuos norms and suchlike.

15



The child's self-warene32 conati utes an important and

superior part of consiciousness, The child's experiences

of itse),f the reactions of others) in different

uations prolace a certain apprehension of its own

personality which does a great deal to contr 1 its future

action. In this way we say that the child's self-perception

is an important link between its action and the world

around it.

We have now tried to show how the ohild's thoughts and

ideas conoerning cthr people and itself, concerning

relationships and morals or concerning school and in rue-.

tion are products of social and material conditions apply-

ing to its everyday life at school, The next stage is to

give a brief outline of those conditions.

Our argument so far has concerned the inner field 1)

in the above f gure, the whole of the figure being a

general model of the socialization process. Ve now wi h

to exmand the argunent to include the outer field (Ii)

as well, So far we have dwelt somewhat on the analysis

of what happens (we shall be returning to this in greater

detail further on). Nov we will ask ourselves Ittx certain

things happen and not others.

The nodol shows that the concrete eeAts which take

place in everyday school life, in th- fern of working

methods and forms of association, maat be related to

structural circumstances at different levels. Reetrictions

generated by -u h straotaral circumstances in the outer

field (II) are interwined with individual and collective

Intentiona in the social and material practices of school.

We therefore have to assume that the true scope for aotion

in the classroom is created by structural oonditions in

school and outside it. In sweden, for instance, Dahllöf

(1967, 1971), Lundgren (1973, 1974) and Kall6s (1974,

1974, 1975) have shown how the teanning process is con-

1 6



trolld by pedagogical frame factors (such as time,

group size and composi ion, teaching materials etc)

which are functionally related to frames at institu io a_

and overriding school system level.

In order to understand the objective function of school

in society and the events vhich take place in the class-

room have to relate school to a wider social context.

The education system cannot be viewed as an isolated phe-

nomenon; ia the ultimate analysis it must be related

to mate.rial production or to the economic basis of soc

ety.

The education system of a society cannot be termed pro-

ductive in the same sense as the various staple industries

of that society. School stands for a spiritual produotion

which yields only long-term returns and is therefore direc

ly dependent on material production for the coverage of

its costs. Another link between production and education

lies in the demands of production for an adjusted and

differentially qualified labour force, Masuch (1974) has

found thatthe production process in our society demands at

least three types of qualifications (p 55):

- intensive qualifications (diligence, perseverance,

precision, reliability)

- productive qualifications omnetence and working

experience)

vative quali ca ns cientific and creative

cations)

Thus according to Masuch am assumption of the role of

pupil implies that the child has begun to qualify in

accordance with the demands of the production process,

;then the child adjusts to the demands and expectations

associated with the pupil role, it does so in response

to structural conditions outsile school. Something of

this kin& has been found by Jacks= (1961' who identi.



s a latent curriculum which is the antithesis of the

fest curriculum. The latent curriculum includes, for

ante, deand.s for adjustment to a Large group, with

all that this implies of the sudden denial of needs etc.

It also implies, moreover, the need to accustom oneself

to being regularly and ualdimensionally evaluated by a

person to whom one does not have any profound emotional

relationship. What is more, one has to accustom oneself

to the unconditional power wielded by the teacher.

The latent curriculum thus referred to by Jackson is

functionally integrated with everyday work and suppor.

the realization of the syllabi, but it counteracts the

realization of the overriding objectives of the curriculum.

On the other hand the socialization process shaped by

school today appears to correspond to the demands made by

production for an adjusted labour force.

lier we related the education system to material pro-

*-n or the economic basis of society. But school must

also be related to society's system of thought, its code

of norms, its moral percepts, images and suchlike, i.e.

the characteristics of our society's spiritual production,

its ideological superstructure. The latter is determined

by society's mode of production and serves as a legitima-

tion and reproduction of current conditions of production.

Within this superstructure Althusser (1976) identifies

what he terms the ideological machineries of the state

(e*g. Church, school, family, legal system, mass media),

which together with the repressive machinery of the state

(e g, the armed forces, the police, the administration)

stand for the reproduction of society's conditions of

production. Althusser maintains that school occupies a

dominaat position among the Ideological machineries of

the state. The French sociologist Barnard goes as far

as to say that the main fuaction of school consists in

e reproduction of structures of the social formation,
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above all of the dominant mode of production which is

crucial to the structure" (Callewaert-Iiiisson 1974 p 171).

The relation between the reproductive function_of school

and the politico-economic basis of society ha- been

analysed by Masuch (1974) He has discerned three main

reproductive functions of the school sjstec (p 21

a) economj.c reprodu tion; school must produce the labour

which society needs,

b) political reprodu.ction or socialization; school must

preserve and reproduce the ideology or self-understanding

predominant in society,

school must reproduce itself; school adjusts to social

development without any serious friction because it

trains its own labour force.

A great deal of the personal development which occurs in

school today can be regarded as a response to the demands

of the politico-enonomic basis of society for particular

qualifications. rhe development of an laeiitity, of self-

-perception and of intrinsic value is a central part of

this process. Self-perception and identity are formed

in the encounter between the individual and his immediate

surroundings, and self-perception can therefore be regarded

as the point of intersection between the individual and

society. To study= the shaping of self-perception in dif-

ferent individuals at school is one way of trying to

understand the link betveen the individual and society

and, thereforef the role of school in soc- ty.

Although exhaus 've analyses in a structural perspective

fall beyond the scope of this project, the analyses of

the micro processes will of course be related in various

respects to certain strtcturally determined conditions.
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empirical first impressions

A period of fieldwork, as yet unsupported by any sys ema ic

analysis, has yielded the following general picture

(expressed in terms of security, activity and dialogue)

of conditions in the grade 1 classes included in the

dy. We believe that so far we have seen the following

conditions making it difficult for eh ldren and teachers

to experience security at school:

- There does not seem to be ay form of association

(assembly, activity) in school intentionally designed

for the primary purpose of enabling the children to get

to know themselves, each other, other people at school

or the material they are to work with and the surroundings

in which they are to spend their time. After two or three

months at school, many of them do not even know the name

of certain chlidrn in their classes.

Nearly all working methods in school are of such a kind

as to impede interaction between pupils. Pupils learn

almost immPdiately to regard their classmates as an obsta-

cle and a source of disturbance to the progress of their

uork.

- The teacher and the individual chi d very seldom meet

an a context like the teaching situation; for the most

part they get to know each other in their respective roles

of teacher and pupil. (Virtually all the children we have

spoken to feel that they are not allowed to talk to the

teacher as much as they would like

- leginners a e left almost completely to their own devices

during breaks. During our conversations with them, many

of them have confirmed what we suspected from our observa-

tions during breaks, namely that they feel isolated and

afraid in relation to other pupils Often o they feel

powerless to break this isolation.
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nany parents have very little or no contact with the

teacher and the school. This makes it difficult for then

to appreciate the child's school situation and understand

its experiences there. The child may then be denied

ccntinuity between its home and school eristences.

- Teaching is seldom related to or founded on the matee

and social reality in which the children are at home,

the children s own experiential world, with the result

that they are prevented from gaining insight into their

own social situation and that of other reeple.

- Children are tied in an authoritarian nanner to one

teacher and to the system of scho 1 rules as interpret I

by the teacher. The children seem

of their security and confidence

base a great deal

he teacher. Often

the system of rules is not perceptively integrated with

the child's personality. (When a supply teacher oozes

to grade 1, insecurity and confusion seen to develop

easily among the children, and the routines associated

with the regular teacher aro rendered inoperative.)

The following conditions tend to make the teacher feel

insecure at school:

- Often relations to other teachers are mot partieularly

confidential. It seeme as though thes avoid talking about

their difficulties. Many teachers feel unsure of themselves

and feel that their difficulties may be greater than

other people's. The existence of teach° s with a reputa-

tion for being successful in class can cauo

others to feel that they are a. failure.

- The teacher feels that she ia under pressure from the

explicit or aeticipated demands of parents. The teacher

tends far too seldom to regard parents as potential part-

ners.
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- The teacher feels that she has irisalficient opportuni-

ties tting to know each indi;ridaal child. (During

a certain Deriod of time while we were conversing indi-

vidually with all the children in our classes, several

chers spontaneously hinted that we were in an enviable

Lan naving as we did the oportanity of talking

Pe onal.j to each of the children concerning their ex-

Derience of themselves and their school situation.

We ha--

others,

observed the following conditions, among

in our belief limit the prospects of com-

mitted aad meaning ful acti- ty by teachers and pupils:

the very first thing_ a child has to learn at

ol i to keep quiet and sit stiL1, i.e. to adopt a

"tude. These skills are rubbed in as soon as

the child. starta school, because they are a Drerequisite

the working methods used in the teaching of .chool

jecte whichusually begins during the very first days

of school.

\ctivties are often interrupted by the bell going.

Children are seldom allowed to stay in during the break

and finish what they are doing.

arly -11 the activi ie$ undertaken by a child in the

cla.ssroo are initiated by the teacher, just as their

and. content are determined by the teacher and or

tbook. The child itself is given little oriportuni

of deveiooing ideas and working con independently formulated

creating.

- in a ,,theoretical subjects too, activities are always

hly malized, little scope being left for individual

- The pl ground is often a flat, ainspiring place with

very litle that can stimulate play.



Teachers are also prevented from acting independently:

- The teacher feels that she has very little scope within

whichto design her work according to her own ideas and

initiatives. The expectations of parents' colleagues

and superiors presumably tend to exert a conservative

influence on teaching.

- The indiirudal teacher appears more often than not to

be obliged to use the teaching materials collectively

adopted for use in the school or school management area.

These preliminary impressions of the school start must be

viewed in relation to the structurally dictated condi-

tions in which the teacher works discussed in previous

pages). The active scope available to the teacher seems

to a great extent to be restricted by conditions outside

herself and outside the school, conditions which, unaided,

she has very little chance :of influencing or even becoming

-are of. The prospects of establishing a dialogue between

acher and pupil of the kind described previously have

to be viewed in the light of these conditions.

InvestAion plan and methods

Work n the evolut on of suitable investigation methods

has been closely linked with the theoretical work. Thus

the clioioe of methods for the empirical study has been

guided. by the need for data facilitating analyses or

school realit es in terms of various points of inquir

formulated on the basis Of the two theoretical approaches

described above ( he theory of identity and the theory

concerning the relationship be ween society and school

The analysee will employ data derived from observations

in ten grade 1 classes and from conversations and inter-

views with the teachers taking Olose classes, with the

children themselves and with the children's parent
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To increase our opportunities of ge ting bo know -on-

ditions in the rOlool of ich a class forms parl, and

to help us Income more familiar with the sooial surround-

ings of the school,the study includes three classes .

from each of the three participant schools. A fourth

school is represented by one class only. The four schools

represent four different school management areas. One

feature common to all of the schools is that they are

situated in peripheral areas of Gothenburg considered

by the 1,:A to be rel tively "heavy going". These schools

present a relatively hi h concentration of problems and

difficulties.

The following methods have been used:

Partic ant observation. 2 mainly by visiting schools

and mat. ng observations there that we have tried to

describe these sscial and educational processes. Each

class was d by one and the same research worker

for about 25 days during the first school year (1974/75)-

In order to come closer to pupils and teachers and thereby

improve our prospects of sharing their experience of the

reality we perceive, we have participated in everyday

school activities to a certain extent, though without

ystematically endeavourftng to introduce any new ideas or

changes and without being absorbed by the reality around

us and becoming an unreflecting part of it. Participant

observation as practised by us implies different degrees

of functional participation in the system we are studying -

from the outside observer with no specifiable and directly

tangible role in the events under consideration to the

status of a po.oholoRical and social part of the observed

reality.

Obrvatjons of different school situations and contexts -

the classroom, the staffroon, the playground, the dining

hall, the pupil welfare conference, the parents meeting



etc. - have given us impressions of the ways in which

differerrtgroups and individuals belonging to the school

act in these contexts. Our most frequent and abundant

observations have been made in the environments frequent-

ed by the children, our main intention being to describe

their encounter wi h school.

Interviews and convers_ ions

) Pupils. In order to get to know the children more

closely, particularly with reference to their experiences

of school and of themselves in school, we interviewed

all the children in the ten classes after they had been

at school for two or three months. This interview was

a structured interview based on_pictures of_different

school_environments. Each child was interviewed individ-

ually by the observer who had visited his class on several

occasions since he started school. The purpose of this

interview is to obtain closer insight ii:to the way in

which the child experiences everyday situations in different

school environments. There are 16 such situations, and

they are illustrated by means of five pictures (classroom -

3 pictures - playground and dining hall) and accompanying

spoken explanations. The situations in this structured

interview have been constructed on the basis of our own

theoretical assumptions concerning important agents of

socialization in the school environment. The areas which

the interview is aimed at penetrating are the children's

experience of their relationship to the teacher, of their

relationship to each other, of their own achievements of

their under tanding and insight concerning the system of

school rules, and of their secu ity in social situations.

A sentence completion method has also been used. This

a partly revised version of Kalvesten & Jonsson "Det

svenska skolpojkstestet". The child is asked to express

the way in whichhe believes other people (parents, teachers,

classmates) see him, and the child's own view of these other
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people also becomes apparent. The following attitude areas

axe included: relation to parents, relation to other

children, relation to teachers, myself in lessons, school

in general, the future and the child's hopes concerning

itself.

We used the sentence completion method in converga ons

wi h the children included in our intensive study some

of whom haveattracted special attention at school pupil

welfare conferences or have been selected for special

instruct ion.

In many cases meetings with the individual pupil on the

basis of the two methods mentioned previously have

assumed the character of spontaneous conversations. Pupils

associating the questions with other matters have often

been encouraged to develop and follow up their associa-

tions.

b) The teacher. Conversations with the teacher during_

visits to classes are supplemented by a relatively exhaus.

tive and thoroughly planned interview of_the_teacher

concerning her situation as teacher: her view of the

social role of school, the role of the teacher in relation

to the pupils, their parents and other teachers, problems

t school, teacher training, teaching methods and working

me hods, the curriculum, subject content. What is unsatis-

factory about school today? Does she want to change school,

and if so in what way?

We can obtain fur h-r insight into school as seen from

the teacher's point of view with the aid of the teacher

diary Most of the teachers taking part in the study-

have written up daily remarks on their school life and

work with their classes for a period of one week. The

teachers have been wiven a free hand in deciding the

content and form of their diaries, the only stipulation

being that they were to deal with li-e in school.
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Parents, The child's view of the school world an

manifested by the demands and expectations which it imposes

on the child is of course founded on the child's life out

of school. Similarly, experience at school will have

repercussions on other environments frequented by the child.

Events in one of these environments yield experience which

will influence the child's interpretation of persons and

situations in other environments and its own actions

there.

We have therefore Interviewed parents of the chi2dren

whose school situa:ion we would like to penetrate in

greater depth children with "school difficulties" as

well as "well-adjusted" children). This _interview of_parenta

has furnished data which can tell us about the children's

circumstances outside school. For instance, the interview

covers the parents' attitude to the child, the child's

school start, the parents'own contacts with school, the

tasks of school, upbringing, the housing area' contact

with public services ans authorities, the parents' own

work situation, child care,

Projec timetable

The project started on 1st -anuary 1973 and will be concluded

on 30thJune 1976. The work of the project has been planned

on the following main lineS.

Jan - June

1973 Review of theoretical and empirical research

into the concept of self. The purpose of

this work was to obtain a theoretical view

and foundation of the concept of self-percep-

tion and at the same time to find perspectives

for considerations of method.

197 74 This year's work was mainly concerned with

the solution of problems of method prepar-

atory to the approaching phase of fieldwork.

Theoretical studies continued parallel to

and as part of tha development of methods.



The rteldwork phase of the project was

riod ouL. Data for the analysis of school

a personality-ceveloping nvLr

olleGLed by moans of observaticl

viows and ions

_en L

int r

1975/( II L}o work of data °ellen Lion (inter-
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kit ',rocas 11, analysis and reporting are
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